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Studies on the Naples Ms. IV f" 3 of
Ovid's Metamorphoses'^
WILLIAM S. ANDERSON
For just over 85 years now, since Alexander Riese published his collation
of the ms., scholars have recognized the fundamental importance of the
Naples ms. IV F 3 for the constitution of the text of Ovid's Metamor-
phosesA A few years earlier, Riese had produced a competent edition of
Ovid's poem, relying on the standard mss. used in that period. A trip to
Naples led to careful study of IV F 3 and recognition of its significance,
and so he brought out a second edition of his text in 1889, providing a full
collation of IV F 3 (henceforth called N by scholars) and cogently arguing
for its value. Hugo Magnus, the most diligent student of the text of the
Met. since Riese, rapidly appUed the materials supplied by Riese. Already
planning his own major edition of the Met., Magnus began publishing
in 1 89 1 a series of studies on the early fragments and basic mss. which
would provide the foundation for his own text. In 1894 he issued two
studies, one in which he cogently presented the data for assuming a
common source (which he christened O) for N and the hitherto codex
optimus, Laurentianus Marcianus Florentinus 225 (regularly called M)
;
the other demonstrated that N could not be a direct copy of M, but must
be regarded as an independent derivative ofO which could provide both
confirmatory readings for M and correct readings where M was corrupt.
2
In 1901 Magnus himself visited Naples to check N in numerous places.
3
* I wish to express my special gratitude to my colleague Professor Charles Murgia
for his helpful criticisms.
1 A. Riese in his edition of the Metamorphoses (Leipzig, 1889).
2 H. Magnus, "Studien zur Uberlieferung und Kritik der Metamorphosen Ovids:
III Die Familie O," JVJB 149 (1894) 191-207; "IV Marcianus und Neapolitanus,"
J\fJB 149 (1894) 637-655, 759-799-
3 So stated by Magnus, p. XIV of his edition (Berlin, 1914).
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Thus, the massive edition of the Met. which he published in 19 14 im-
proved on Riese's report and above all laid out in the apparatus the
evidence for the relation of M and N. Since then, no new work has
appeared on N. Slater's valuable apparatus criticus to the Met., con-
ceived in antagonism to Magnus, ignores his rival and borrows the data
on N from the collation of Riese.'* However, because he could not match
Heinsius' data on variant readings with Riese's report, Slater garbled the
data on the correcting hands in N : he cannot be trusted anywhere where
he assigns a reading to N^.s
In preparing a new edition of the Met., I have compiled some corrected
and some new information on N. The purpose of this paper is to assemble
this information in one place for other scholars, in the hope that the data
can be used even more searchingly than I myself have done. I shall
begin with a description of certain features of N which have been incor-
rectly reported or need fresh discussion. Then, I shall discuss a ms. which
I have found to be a copy of N, the first and only one so far discovered.
Finally, I shall consider the possible connections between N and the ms.
that Slater rediscovered and named U, Vaticanus Urbinas latinus 341.
I. Stages in the Development of N
Of over four hundred known mss. of the Met., only two were copied in
Southern Italy at a time when the Beneventan script prevailed: N and U.
When Riese rediscovered N, the script, then known as Lombard (literae
longobardicae) , had not yet received thorough study. Using the criteria
then available, Riese dated N in the nth century; and he was followed
by Magnus and he in turn by Ehwald. However, in 1905 E. A. Loew
published his definitive Beneventan Script, in which he assembled a dated
catalogue of all examples of the script known to him. Loew dated N in
the 1 2th century, and his authority has been accepted by subsequent
scholars such as Slater and Bruere.^ In the past two years, Loew's dating
has been challenged by two Italian specialists, who would like to put N
back in the last quarter of the i ith century.
4 So stated by Slater (Oxford, 1927), p. 8.
^ "superest ut moneam diversas quae in eo (N) plurimae serventur lectiones plenius
esse ab Heinsio quam ab aliis citatas. has cum aliter distinguere non vacaverit, plures a
manu recentiori esse scito: quas commemorare ab re esse visum est, ne aliunde citari
debeant; modo appareat talia fonte alio derivata in margines Neapolitani confluxisse."
(p. 24).
6 See Loew, p. 354, number 151 ; R. T. Bruere, "The Manuscript Tradition of Ovid's
Metamorphoses," HSCP 50 (1939), p. 97.
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Loew distinguished a special regional kind of Beneventan script which,
after the largest city with which it was associated, he called the Bari-type.
At the beginning, the Bari-type could be considered a direct offshoot of
what was developing around Monte Cassino, and so Loew reasonably
postulated a time lag between Monte Cassino and Bari, roughly 25 years.
One challenge to Loew comes from a scholar who believes that that lag
of 25 years did not continue to exist in the late nth century, because by
then Bari would have developed an independent scriptorium or rather
scriptoria."^ Another challenge comes from Bertelli, who has been doing his
research into the marginal illustrations of N, the first known illustrations
in any ms. of the Metfi Bertelli believes that the data he has assembled on
these illustrations permit a date in the latter part of the nth century.
If the date of X is brought back into the nth century, that will make it a
close contemporary of M, as many would prefer. But whether N was
written in the i ith century or the early 12th, since it preserves eight more
lines of Book 14 than M (written in the mid-i ith century), it is clear that
it is independent of M.
We do not know where N was or who used it for about 400 years after
its original writing in the neighborhood of Bari. However, since it next
show^s up in Naples, it is reasonable to assume that it had remained in
Southern Italy throughout this period. From a dedication in the ms., we
learn that Giano Anisio, who lived until nearly the middle of the i6th
century, gave it as a present to his friend Antonio Seripando. Seripando
also acquired two other mss. of the Met. by the will of another friend. A
century later, all three were in the possession of the Library of S. Giovanni
a Carbonara, and there Heinsius made his collation of N.^ Riese re-dis-
covered N in the Biblioteca Nazionale another two centuries later. It
has recently been cared for by the Center for Restoration at Grottaferrata,
but is now readily accessible, as it was for me in 1974.
The original scribe of N made a good many errors. One of the most
frequent was the omission of a line or lines. Fortunately, he himself
often caught the error and added the missing line or lines either between
the lines in the proper sequence or in the margin. In some cases, later
'^ G. Cavallo, "La trasmissione dei testi nell' area beneventano-cassinese," to appear in
Settimane di studio sulV alto medioevo, 32.
8 C. Bertelli, "L'illustrazione di testi classici nell' area beneventana," ibid.
9 Heinsius worked on N in May 1647. I have not been able to identify Antonio Seri-
pando, but I suspect that he may be a close relative of, if not identical with Gerolamo
(later Troiano; Seripando (1493-1563) who founded the Library of S. Giovanni a
Carbonara in 1551. When Charles of Bourbon took over Naples in 1734, he added that
Library to the Farnese and Palatine Libraries to form the Royal Library, the nucleus
of what is now the National Library at Naples.
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hands have made the correction, which escaped the original scribe. Two
correctors are quite identifiable, who have worked their way through the
14 books which N preserves from its source. The older corrector also used
the Beneventan script and made his changes in N some time before the
mid- 1 2th century, I would assume. His characteristic practice was to
erase or overmark the original writing, and, since he was working from
an inferior ms., his "corrections" are not always improvements. Thanks
to the existence ofM and the known relationship between M and N, it is
often possible to rectify the damage done by N^ and restore to N a reading
found in M. I shall discuss N^ in greater detail when I consider the possible
lines of relationship between N and U. The third principal hand, that is
the later corrector, may readily be distinguished from the others by his
obvious Italian style, which places him in the 13th century. His charac-
teristic practice was not to tamper with the original, but to write above
it alternative readings which he presumably copied from another ms. As
one might suspect, the alternatives rarely improve on N, except in the case
of manifest error; most of the superscripta of N^ reveal that the ms. which
was being used was considerably inferior to N. Any scribal hand later than
N3 I have labeled N^.
Riese stated in his description of N that ff. 82V.-90V. ( = 7.4-488) had
been written by another hand. He did not mean a later hand, but a
different contemporary hand. Magnus was the first to question this
distinction, and Munari still regards the matter as unsettled. Plate 3
shows f. 86v. (7.242-271); its writing may be compared with Plates 5
and 7, which illustrate the standard scribal hand in portions of Book 9.
Although there is a general similarity in forms of individual letters, the
total impression of the hand in 7.242 ff". is different from that of Book 9,
because it is more open. That impression may be documented by measuring
the lines. According to my calculations, the average line in Book 9 is
under 7 cm. long; some lines are less than 6 cm. and the average is
roughly 7.5 cm. ; the longest line extends 9 cm., compared to a maximum
of 8 cm. in the principal scribal hand. On the basis of these data, I
believe that Riese was justified in positing a different (though contem-
porary) hand.
Riese also noted that f. 103 (= 8.340-402) was the work of another
hand. Whether he meant it or not, he implied that the same hand produced
ff". 82V.-90V. and 103. That cannot be accepted. The scribe of 103, as
can be seen from the letter forms, is clearly distinguishable from the
scribe of 82V.-90V. Moreover, he writes 29 lines per page instead of the 31
of the adjoining ms., 82-90; and much of the remainder of N has 30
lines per page. Then, too, the functions of the scribes differ. Since 82r
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is written by the first hand of N, and 82V.-90V. continue in the same style
with the same kind of text, it is evident that the second scribe was simply
continuing for a brief space the work of the main scribe until he was ready
to resume his task on gir. By contrast, f. 103 is a leaf crudely added to N
to supply in part a lacuna in : 8.340-402, lines missing in both M and N.
In N, the evidence is unmistakable : reaching 8.339 ^^ the middle off. i04r.,
the original scribe continued without pause on 8.403 ff. Thus, the inserted
leaf interrupts the sequence at the bottom off. I02v., and the scribe of
f. 103 has had to mark the point where we should start reading the new
leaf, before going on to 8.403 at the middle off I04r.io
The same Beneventan hand inserted ff. 1 61-162 after 13.138 to remedy
other omissions in O, the archetype of both M and N. On i6ir. he first
added the 5 lines 8.398-402 which he could not crowd into the earlier
f. 103. Then, leaving the space of one line, he copied 8.597-608. Since
there was still room on i6ir., he started with 13.276 and continued on
161V. and i62r. with the passage through 343. He left 162v. blank.
Riese also correctly noted the facts about the ending of Book 14. Since
these facts have unfortunately been badly garbled by misinformation
that Magnus published in 1894 and that his prestige made acceptable to
all later scholars including Slater and Munari in his catalogue, I think
it important to restate them and document them with a photograph.
Riese stated that the original hand of N ceased at the bottom off i88v.
(= 14.838), that the remainder of Book 14, namely the thirteen lines
839-851 were continued on f. i89r. in another Beneventan handA^ He went on
to point out that, after an interval of considerable time—it would be at
least a century—another scribe started to copy Book 15 on the bottom
half of f. i89r. and that several hands can be distinguished at work, all
late, in Book 15 of our ms. A glance at Plate 9 will prove Riese correct.
The top half of the page clearly contains Beneventan script, whereas
the bottom half was the product of a later Italian hand.
In 1894 Magnus published the first of his important studies on N.12
Seeking to define as fully as possible the nature of the common archetype
O of M and N, he listed the major common errors of M and N. As is
well known, M stops with 14.830 at the bottom off. i igr. and leaves 1 19V.
blank: the fact suggests that the ms. copied by M's scribe was also incom-
plete after that point. When Magnus read Riese's description, he suspected
10 In fact, since O's leaf contained more lines than the average leaf of N, the scribe
off. 103 managed to write only 8.340-397, and he finished the other 5 lines of the passage
at the start of inserted f. 161 (as I note below). A later hand has then added the missing
5 lines at the bottom off. 103V.
11 Riese, p. xxx. ^^ Magnus, "Die Familie O" (above, n. 2).
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a connection between the incomplete M and N, and he asked a friend
of his, O. Schroeder, to check the Neapolitan ms. on f. iSgr. Schroeder
did so, or said he did, and wrote Magnus that Riese had erred, that the
same later hand produced the entire set of lines on iSgr., both the last
thirteen lines of Book 14 and the first hues of Book 15 (as well as the addi-
tional lines on iSgv.).!^ On the basis of Schroeder's misinformation, which
Magnus failed to check in 1901 even when he was in Naples to study N
firsthand, Magnus worked out a theory about O that, in modified forms,
has continued to fascinate scholars ever since. The unexamined assump-
tion is, that the ms. N copied absolutely broke off" at 14.838 and that such
was the condition of O. By the time that the parent ofM copied O, eight
more lines had been lost from the presumably worn and mutilated final
leaf, and consequently the parent of M preserved Book 14 only through
line 830. Now that Riese's original information has been proved accurate,
not only must all descriptions off i89r. and the end of Book 14 in N—see
Magnus, Ehwald, Slater, Munari—be correspondingly altered, but also
scholars must carefully study the Beneventan writing off i89r. and recon-
sider the whole problem of the likely extent of Book 14 in N's parent and
thence of the putative condition of O when copied.
There is no doubt, I think, that a different Beneventan hand produced
14.839-851 from the hand at work earlier in Book 14: the letter-forms are
quite distinct from those of i88v. The new hand is not the same as that
isolated by Riese in 7.4-488, nor does it even remotely resemble the hand
that supplied ff". 103 and 1 61-162. It is however, in my opinion, closer
in style and time to the scribes of 7.4-488 and the principal scribe of N,
and we are obliged, I suggest, to ask ourselves whether the new scribe on
f. i89r. was merely taking over from the tired principal scribe and con-
tinuing to copy the same quite legible ms. through the end of Book 14
or whether, as Magnus supposed (though from different data), the parent
of N absolutely ended at 14.838, and the new scribe on f. i89r. used
another ms. to complete the book. Two additional facts need to be
weighed in the conclusion. First, f. 189 seems to have been ruled by the
original Beneventan scribes or designed carefully to fit their regular
system of 31 lines per page. All folia that can be shown otherwise to have
been added later have a different number of lines. Secondly, no corrections
or glosses from N^ are discernible on i89r. (The last Beneventan gloss
occurs at 824 above Iliaden.) This might mean that N^ has finished Book
14 or that the scribe of 14.839-851 performed his task shortly after N^
went through the ms. In the latter case, the value of 14.839-851 in the
13 P. 197, n. 3.
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Neapolitan ms. would be approximately the same as that of the Beneven-
tan corrections in earlier portions of N; it definitely must be differentiated
from the much later text of Book 15, which is of negligible value. In the
former case, the hypothesis about the end of O must be modified. It
seems to me more likely that a leaf containing 14.83 1-85 1 was lost in
O—if that is the explanation to be adopted—than that eight lines were
somehow removed by a convenient rip, before M's parent copied O.
So far, I have discussed the leaves where a Beneventan hand other than
the principal scribe ofN has been at work. I now come to two leaves where
a late hand supplied a defect in N due apparently to the poor condition of
the ms. itself and the consequent loss of leaves near the beginning. There is
no corresponding difficulty in M, and hence we may assume the integrity of
O at these two points. Two different scribes have supplied the missing leaves
:
f. 7 (= 1. 198-255), and f. 19 (= 2. 12 i-i 8 1 ).!' I believe that the original
leaves were lost after the 13th century and that we have a means of recover-
ing with some confidence their readings. I base this belief on my recent
discovery of an unsuspected copy of N, to which I now turn my attention.
II. LaURENTIAXUS 36.5 AND N
When Slater began to use the collations of Xicolaas Heinsius which had
been found in the Bodleian Library at the end of the 19th century, he
recognized the importance of three mss., Heinsius' primus Palatinus,
Urbinas, and Berneggerianus; and he was able to locate the first two in
the Vatican collections, the third in Paris. He added the collations of
these three to the usual report of Ovid's mss. and considerably improved
the accuracy of data on which one could assess the ms. tradition and select
the most likely reading. As he sifted through other collations left by
Heinsius, Slater was particularly impressed by what Heinsius called
Vaticanus primus (later identified by Slater as Vaticanus latinus 1593)
and Mediceus quintus. The latter he could not identify, but he strongly
urged future scholars, if they could locate it, to collate it carefully. ^^
The process of identifying Heinsius' mss. has been long, but not without
results. 16 In the case of Mediceus quintus, there have been a number of
1** The lines contained in these two missing leaves approximate the usual average of
60 per leaf that we find in N, not the longer lineage of O that we can reconstruct from the
losses in Books 8 and 13. Plate i shows f. igr. of N (2.1 21-150).
15 Slater, p. 16, n. i: "Vaticanus 1593 et Mediceus Quintus si inveniatur, passim,
nisi fallor, conferendi."
16 The main contributions since those of Slater have been made by F. Munari, Ovid-
iana (Paris, 1958), 347-349; H. Boese, Philologus 106 (1962) 155-173; F. W. Lenz,
Eranos 61 (1963) 98 ff.; and now M. Reeve, RM 117 (1974) 133-166.
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obstacles. Heinsius left his collation of the ms. in Bodl. Auct. S. V. 8,
describing the ms. as follows: "R. codex optimus; quintus Mediceus DC
annorum: multa tamen recentiori manu scripta ab initio lib. XI, Eurydi-
cenque suam" (= 11.66). The index of collations in Auct. S. V. 8 is not,
however, accurate in its ordinal numbers, for it lists two mss. as "quartus"
before introducing Mediceus quintus. The ms. to which Heinsius referred
in that index may confidently be identified with Laur. 36.5, for Heinsius
wrote on 36.5: "Contuli N.H. R Sextus R." And indeed one 13th century
hand wrote i.i-i 1.66, and the remainder of the poem was completed by
a totally different second hand (using a different source of clearly inferior
value). To complicate matters still more, Heinsius evaluated all his
Medicean mss. before preparing his printed edition, and he decided
that R (or Laur. 36.5) was better than all but the considerably older Laur.
36.12. Hence, Mediceus sextus, erroneously named quintus in Auct.
S. V. 8, became secundus Mediceus in the printed edition. i'' Thus, the
first half of Slater's recommendation was fulfilled : Mediceus quintus was
identified. It has remained for someone to collate Laur. 36.5, and that I
have done. 18
My collation has established that Laur. 36.5 deserved to be called
"codex optimus" only because it was a direct copy of the excellent ms.
N. Let me demonstrate this conclusion very rapidly by a partial list of
the common errors of the two mss. Book 1.77 possit 138 per 178 ille 193
monticule 275 auxiliantibus 284 Infremuit 302 in 325 videt 326 in marg.
363 possem formare 397 nocebat 404 si 454 victa 481 in marg. 492 densis
abolentur 519 licet 521 opifexque 528 int. lin. 537 compressus et ipse 558
habebit 602 speciem 636 in marg. 641 seseque exterrita 646 patriis dat et
oscula 655 erat 677 veit 710 consilium 733 loqui 747 niligera 748 Hinc
Book 2.69 ferat pavere 114 Defugiunt 214 loquor 238 sparsis 256 vocant
262 siccae quoque 318 laceri late 326 fatum 366 spectanda 398 trementes
402 Inquirens ne 456 rivus versabat harenas 465 decedere 470 avertit
526 sumat 584 Tangere 587 alta 620 suppostis 632 considere 640 fati-
dicos 655 respirat 658 praevertitur 682 et septem 703 erant et erant 764
habundet 774 deae ad 783 brevibus 790 adopertaque et nubibus 827 venit
836 Set vocat Book 3.15 longe 26 ministris 72 Tunc 88 sedebat 134 natos
natasque 142 quid enim 162 distinctus 175 int. lin. 242 latratibus 247 videri
284 quantusve 299 vultumque 358 prior 384 -que 388 silvis 418 at stupet
428 nisus 443 et om. 445 longum ... in aevum 448 nee me 504 Tunc
545 frondibus 667 velatas . . . hastas 672 corpore deprenso Book 4.34
1'^ I am combining the partial results achieved by Munari and Lenz.
18 I studied Laur. 36.5 at the Laurentian Library in April 1974; subsequently, I have
used a microfilm to check details.
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Adducunt 57 continuas loi relinquid 160 caedis et puUos luctibus 193
laudataque 269 ilia sua 316 optabat 328 Si nulla 441 ipse nee 446 in marg.
564 laborum 603 Quodque pr. fuerant 674 trepido 676 exiguae 712 abiit
at 746 Concipitque Book 5.40 asparsit 64 sunt 65 efato 142 gravi est 200
poenam 245 nee enim tibi finis 246 Detractes 301 Hauxerunt 374 et
mecum 389 ammovet ictus 424 medio caractere cepit 465 et ni 499 Adveor
509 ut audivit 522 mea filia digna est. 526 neque enim nobis
. . . pudori
est 566 Nunc est regnorum 586 magnusque 649 avertitur Book 6.18 Tunc
affuit 37 tardaque 58 percussum 92 bella 107 At 113 igneus 1 19 equum te
sensit avem 161 crines 259 se qui iaculatus 261 improfectura 272 cum voce
312 marmore manat 314 cultu propensius 322 fessos 349 est om. 360 Quos
374 sed tunc 429 non illis gratia lecti 472 corpora 477 Proque sua 524
Inclusit 550 huic 629 ex nimia 630 vultum 646 strident 652 arcessite
690 et tristia 691 Et 697 subeo 698 Suppono Book 7.33 et om. 55 Maximus
est intra me deus 69 vocas 89 Utque 92 non ignorantia 96 fiitura 133
vultus animumque 157 arte reportans 174 sinit 186 stertunt 188 et iam sua
226 placidas 247 Hereaque [Plates 3 and 4] 264 receptas 265 Seminaque
et flores et 267 quos oceani reflui maris unda relavit 282 Et 284 flores et
319 Ut 320 balatus 408 lethei memorabant dentibus 421 ignarus 453 Et
547 plangor 554 flammaque faceque 555 in marg. 556 trepidisque 563
quisquam 571 hauriet illas 595 inspectato 658 animis annisque 665 in
marg. 669 gerebant 711 est nunc 729 et oportuit 813 nenias Book 8.5
spectatos 9 sub vertice 14 vocalibus 19 bellum 40 ad gnosia 65 enim modo
77 nee hue 123 Capta 146 halietos in alls 166 Et dubias 172 superata 179
lam misit 199 visuque 203 medio quo 231 sed nee pater 277 Invidiosus
280 Aut inhonoratae 295 florentis 298 nee magnis 329 exciderat 339-416
hoc ordine: 339.403-415, 340-402.416 [340-402 om. N, suppl. N^] 353
ferrumque 372 corpora 396 iuvenis 419 adversis venabulum condidit
armis 422 feram 432 tendunt sua 433 Pone aie 441 Toxia 444 recalescit
467 nescio quis 522 ignesque 527 scissosque 531 duri 537 tangunt refo-
ventque 539 Post cineres 549 inter lin. 594 Protulit 633 favendo 637 parvos
641 Inde 658 consueverant 676 Et purpuratis 703 dum 705 digna do quod
petitisi^ 709 hora duos sedes 714 Inciperent 729 nota et (in s.s.) hoc 753
retrahi se videt 781 gravibus 787 horrida 812 sentire famem mestosque
815 vecta 818 Noctis eum 845 Tu quoque 870 habiit 872 tradidit ilia 873
habibat Book 9.40 murmure venti 72 hedere 79 suis 119 parentem^o
143 mox inde 157 ille [Plates 5 and 6] 168 fi"ustra aut 183 Busirim indomui
19 It appears that the scribe has tried to make sense of N by changing qui to quod.
20 Laur. 36.5 here shows the original reading, I believe, of N^ also given by F. (See
below p. 268) Burman reported the reading of a Medicean ms. (perhaps wrongly 36.5)
as parantem.
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203 possunt 207 gemitum 214 tremet 243 voluntas 291 horror adit 301 in
marg. 318 corpus levare 359 facti 369 foliis quod adhuc licet 414 A love
427 Turvida [Plates 7 and 8] 432 non armis 482-485 in marg. 493 tecum
sortita 531 pudet ad te credere 552 Fas sit ut 578 quod si 584 secto 604
quam nostrae cera tabellae 611 Apte non adiit 635 cum tota byblida
636 tenero de pectore 646 undam 647 iugum 681 mandavit 718 aetas
formaque fuit 724 desperet 749 amantem 784 crepuit resonabile Book
10.18 creatur 34 est haec 43 cerpsere 56 in marg. 65 portare 83 populo
158 terre 193 sustentant 252 urit 264 gemmas longoque monilia 309
panchaica 318 myrra tibi dum 327 iniit 349 metuis sacro 386 sciditque
393 roganti 396 mea non est 493 init 495 constrinxerat 557 pressitque
gramen 591 planctis 653 libet arenam 693 vota sacerdos 697 An stigias
sontes dubitavit mergere in undas 706 Quae . . . praebent Book 11.7
astam 16 inflato 26 Ut 37 minaces 39 et in illo 46 silvae dimissis 57 et
sparso 66 tutus.
I shall not burden the argument with a list of readings where Laur.
36.5 has the correct reading in key passages along with N. The reader
need only examine Plates 3-8 to determine how faithfully the scribe of
Laur. 36.5 has performed his task with the Beneventan original. This
extensive total agreement in errors (and similar agreement in significant
correct readings, which I spare the reader) proves the close relationship of
Ni and Laur. 36.5. The special marks of disorder in Laur. 36.5 at 8.339
ff. show that it adapted the clumsy addition by N^ off. 103. Study of the
Plates 3 through 8 will further demonstrate that Laur. 36.5 has copied
the Beneventan changes and glosses of N-' (about which I shall have more
to say below). This agreement not only with Ni but also with N^ and N^
means that Laur. 36.5 is a virtual diplomatic copy of the full condition
of N as it existed in the 13th century. Both Slater and Heinsius might
have suspected the relationship between the two mss., except that their
collations were apparently incomplete. 21 Heinsius cited secundus Medi-
ceus in his edition seven times in Book i, of which five were in association
with N. Of the other two instances, rerum in 1.225 ^^ ^ curiosity, for which
the scribe offers the correct reading veri above; and what Heinsius read
in 1.703 as ilia is actually illam, the prevalent reading. Slater, using
21 I have not been able to study S. V. 8 personally, but have been warned by M.
Reeve, who has labored over it, and by a photograph of one difficult page, that study
can only be successful if one uses the original. Heinsius differentiated the mss. he collated
by using different inks, and these cannot be distinguished from a microfilm or photograph.
Heinsius had collated N in 1647; he worked on Laur. 36.5 in 1653, and it is easy to
imagine how he might not have been able to check the earlier collation at the time he
was in Florence.
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Heinsius' collation, cited Mediceus quintus twelve times for Book i, of
which ten agreed with N. The exceptions are 1.206, where Heinsius
apparently construed the gloss over murmura as an alternate reading and
then reversed its order with the verb so as to produce a metrical phrase,
compressit fremitus; the other is a simple error, monies 1.285, ^^^ which no
known ms. offers support. 22 In any case, it is no longer important to cite
secundus Mediceus or Mediceus quintus, because the readings of Laur.
36.5 are derived from the excellent N which we still have.23 However,
collation of Laur. 36.5 can be the means, now that we know its parent,
of correcting erroneous collation of N. For example. Slater reported
correctly that Mediceus quintus had vitalisque in 2.828; it should be no
surprise to discover that N, which elsewhere favors the -is form of the ace.
pi. in the 3rd declension, exhibits the same reading. Other readings that
I have recovered from N after collating Laur. 36.5 are: 1.132 neque
2.779 Nee 3.72 Tunc 7.362 mera 461 iungit et hinc 8.61 reseret 8.463
pugnat 504 primo 643 perducit 870 habiit 883 potui 9.529 correptis
713 fieret24 10.239 qua 613 petere. 622 nollet 673 dea muneris.
When Heinsius realized that Laur. 36.15 was a direct copy of M, he
quite rightly collated nothing but Book 15, because M lacks Book 15,
and so 36.15 offered independent evidence for that part only of the poem.
We might follow the same methodology with Laur. 36.5, and assert that,
being a partial copy of N, it has no independent authority until the second
hand and second source takes over at 11.67. That would be proper
procedure except for two things: i) Laur. 36.5 might be contaminated
with another useful tradition; 2) Laur. 36.5 might help us to recover
readings in N which were erased or lost after this 13th century copy was
made. I shall state immediately that I have not found contamination in
Laur. 36.5. On the other hand, I wish to suggest that collation of this ms.
does help us to recover readings of N which have been lost, I believe,
after the scribe of our ms. made his copy from N, and others which were
more legible then than now.
Let me give examples drawn from Book i of how Laur. 36.5 may profit-
ably be employed to enhance our accuracy on N. In 1.667, Laur. 36.5
reads inde. No reader ofN has apparently noticed, but it should be recorded
22 N has been erased and then corrected.
23 I have found a good many errors in Heinsius' collation of Laur. 36.5. Anyone using
it should assume that it gives in the text the reading it could decipher in N, that its
superscripta follow^ N^. Where Heinsius reports something else, one should be suspicious.
24 Now that N has been found to have in 9.529 and 713 the same readings as M and
other mss., we must accept these as the readings of the archetype of both main traditions
and presume, unless we have good evidence to the contrary, that Ovid wrote them.
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that N has (u ex i)nde. In 1.623 Magnus reports that N has furtis; in fact,
it hasfurti{s?in ras). The hand that wrote the erased s can not be ascertain-
ed nor can the chronology of the erasure. Laur. 36.5 reads furti, which
it emphasizes by the same word in the margin. In 1.5 10. Laur. 36.5 has
quo, and qua above; careful study ofN indicates that it has quo which was
changed to qua. Laur. 36.5 exhibits in 1.230 Quod (Quos sscr.). Although
the leaf in N which contains 1.230 replaces the original Beneventan leaf,
it might have been replaced before Laur. 36.5 was copied, because the
replacement reads Quo{s in ras.; fuit d). Finally, in 1.190, Laur. 36.5 has
vulnus [corpus sscr.). N has been erased, and a late hand has written in
vulnus, copying, I believe, the marginal note that recommends vulnus.^^
It is just possible that corpus was originally in N, as it was, we know, in M,
and that Laur. 36.5 derived its alternative reading from N.
Although not every example above is as cogent as those of 1.5 10 and
667, it is important to attempt to recover the original state ofN as accur-
ately as possible. Therefore, I have assembled below in two parallel Usts
the readings of Laur. 36.5 and N which I consider significantly related in
this manner.
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scribe of Laur. 36.5 copied in normal order, may well indicate use of that
second insert ofN.29 A more interesting problem is the relation between the
lost text of N at ff. 7 and 16, that of Laur. 36.5, and that of the late
replacement in N.
Would it be possible to restore the text ofN from either or both of these
known versions, on the assumption that N still possessed the page when the
scribe of Laur. 36.5 copied and also that the late replacement might have
been a copy of the ruined leaf that kept falling out ? Because we do possess
M for both these sections of the Met., we do have some control over the
situation. Below, I give lists of readings for comparison.
Laur. 36.5 N4 M
1. 198
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separate sources, but should not be allowed to oust the lectio difficilior.
Similarly, vertitur at 235 is unlikely to have been in N: it arose in a period
of non-Beneventan writing when a single line over utitur could make it
vertitur and the careless expectation of the verb in situations of metamor-
phosis encouraged N^ to adopt the error.33 Both solvet 209 and rerum 225,
though rare errors, are found in N's close Beneventan contemporary U.
As we shall see, an arguable link exists between N and U. I therefore
tentatively suggest that these readings were found by the scribe of Laur.
36.5 in N, the work of either N^ or N^; the scribe then wrote as superscripta
the correct text which N^ had added above. I do not know what to do with
unique piasne of 249. Accordingly, I do not think that the scribe of f. 7,
that is, N"*, had access to a poor leafofN, which he was to copy and replace;
the text of f. 7 offers special errors and nothing of significance. But I
suggest that we may be able to postulate that the original leaf in N existed
at the time when Laur. 36.5 was copied. On that assumption, by using M
and U as controls, I partially reconstruct the 1 3th century text of N in
1. 198-255 as follows: 198 notus 199 studiisque 204 tuorum est 209
solv(et in ras.'^) (solvit^ sscr.) 210 admissum 218 arcadas hinc 222 aperto
(certo sscr.^) 225 (r- in rflj.2)er(um in ras.'^) 230 quod 231 dignosque 232
ipso 235 utitur (vertitur sscr.^) 241 erinis 255 longusque.
The text of 2.121-181 produces more variants than 1. 198-255, but
here too the insert in N, by a different hand from that in insert i, can
be branded as late and negligible. It is wrong at 136, 139, 141, 143,
151 (an erroneous "correction"), 176, 179, and 181; and only datas in
151 and abortae in 181 have a claim as nth century readings. As against
Laur. 36.5 it preserves the correct reading alone in 156
—
probably a
scholarly correction of a longstanding error in the archetype, the more
familiar name Thetis for rarer Tethys—and agrees with M and other mss.
at 122, 132, 154, 165, 166, and 167. However, N elsewhere gives tunc
where turn is the accepted reading (cf. 3.72 and 504), and U also had
tunc; therefore, I propose to regard Laur. 36.5's reading at 122 as a true
reading of N^. Although L also has effuge in 132, I prefer to believe that N^
agreed with M and most mss. and that the error crept into Laur. 36.5
from N^ or N^. At 154 the error is obvious, but possibly so obvious that it
existed in N (cf. Quartus equiphil. err) : I feel no confidence in reconstructing
N here. At 159, 165, and the spelling of 160, Laur. 36.5 could well point
to the work of the correcting hand in N. The error in 166 is unique,
possibly the text of N or a blunder of the scribe of Laur. 36.5. The error
33 L and e have vertitur; the change, therefore, could be pre-Beneventan in N's parent.
For the reversal of N's text and superscriptum by the scribe of Laur. 36.5, note 4.435 and
7-259-
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in 167 is shared with U, but is such an aflfront to meter and sense that I
would not want to attribute it to N and hesitate even assigning it to N^.
On other readings, I assume that Laur. 36.5 faithfully preserves N at
143—aspiration is common in O (cf. 160)
—
, in the variant at 152, in 172,
176, 179, and, as elsewhere with this word, in obortae at 18 1.34 Thus, I
would use Laur. 36.5 to reconstruct N (controlling it somewhat with M
and U) as follows: 2.122 tunc 128 volantes 132 efifugit 136 egressus 139
aram 141 consulat 143 Humida tetigit 151 leves 152 inde 154 ??? 156
thetis 157 caeli 159 levati(-s eras.) 160 hisdem 165 (in- ex as-2)sueto
vacuus (es sscr.) aer(a ex
€) 166 ??? 167 ruunt 168 ??? 170 Nee scit 172
tingui 176 bootes 179 patentes 181 obortae.
Finally, I come to the superscripta in Laur. 36.5 and their relevance to
N3. As I pointed out above, two consistent correcting hands worked over
N, first a Beneventan which we may call N^, then a century later an
Italian which I propose to call N^. In fact, further tampering occurred in
N, and I have vaguely named any scribe subsequent to N^, both the scribes
of the replaced ff. 7 and 1 9 as well as later correctors of the text, as N"*.
I have pointed out that Slater vitiated his report of the correcting hands
by refusing to follow the lead of Riese or Magnus and so failing to distin-
guish the 1 2th century, 13th or 14th century hands: in the list of useful
readings supplied by Laur. 36.5 to throw light on the actual state of N at
time of copying in the 13th century, my note 26 indicates some of the
problems caused by Slater's vagueness. Indeed, now that we know that
Laur. 36.5 is a direct copy of N, a comparison of alternative readings and
glosses in both mss. can be very useful.
Plates 3 and 4 exhibit parallel readings for 7.242-265. N shows Bene-
ventan corrections at 246 liquidi and 249 coniuge; Laur. 36.5 predictably
agrees. Most non-Beneventan corrections in N may be assigned to N^
because Laur. 36.5 adopts them: 245 Conicit 247 Altera {sscr.) 252 aras
{sscr.) 255 iubet (possibly N^) 257 sparsis 2^8 flagrantes 259 atri (Laur. 36.5
has reversed text and superscriptum) 262 calido. To N'* must be given the
dubious credit of forcing superscript aras into the text: he erased the u
of the correct reading auras, which Laur. 36.5 exhibits unmarred. And
N"* corrected receptas (264), which the scribe of Laur. 36.5 had faithfully
copied from N. Most glosses in N are the work ofN^, non-Beneventan notes
which 36.5 has accurately copied. Once, in the marginal comment at
263, Laur. 36.5 has corrected N^. In five lines, where the special writing
might otherwise make us suspicious, Laur. 36.5 shows no note. These
should be the work of a later scribe : the extra gloss in 244 over cultrosque,
34 On the correct spelling oi obortae in N, cf. 1.350, 2.656, 7.689, 10.67 ^"d 419.
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246 bachi, 255 the marginal note, 260 two superscripta, 262 the marginal
Plates 5 and 6 give the partially overlapping texts of 9.127 ff. in N and
Laur. 36.5; Plates 7 and 8 do the same for 9.399 ff. Since N wrote 31
lines per page and Laur. 36.5 only 29, it is impossible to secure full
corresponsion. The corresponding lines here are 9-147-155 and 9.417-
429.^^ We may note first that the text of N has been corrected in 9.127
ff. three times by a non-Beneventan hand, and Laur. 36.5 exhibits the
new text: 9.148 ac ex an; 9. 151 pe{l eras.)lice; Q. 1^0 pos{c exs)it. But (151)
where another hand has erroneously changed N to iugulai^d in ras.)a,
Laur. 36.5 retains what is correct and what it presumably found in N:
iugulata. Both mss. show almost identical superscripta; the slight differences
help us distinguish the hands. The two hands abbreviate in an occasion-
ally distinct way, and this fact plus the distinguishable form of the taller
letters (d, 1, s) enables us to state that different scribes, as we might
expect, produced the superscripta in the two mss. However, one exception
is noticeable; in the right hand margin of both mss. at 9. 151, the same
hand, I believe, has produced the same gloss: "ostendo ilium dolorem
tantum." The style of the d and 1 is sufficiently identifiable so that we can
say that the hand responsible for the superscripta elsewhere in Laur. 36.5
has also worked on N here.
In 9.417-429, we can quickly see three places where the text of N has
been altered. In 417 Laur. 36.5 preserves the original praecipiet; which
dates the changed reading percipiet of N later. In 423, the different ink
of the added -que suggests that it is the work of N^; Laur. 36.5 incorporates
the addition with the original word. Thirdly, since Laur. 36.5 reads
turvida with N^ in 427, the correction in N must be by N'*. As for the
superscripta and marginalia, we can readily distinguish three hands in N
which have written notes above the line and of course another Beneventan
hand that has produced the "Lactantian" /a^w/a^, here occupying almost
the entire right margin of N. A Beneventan hand has glossed Pallantias
in 421 ; not surprisingly, that gloss has been taken over in Laur. 36.5 The
same 13th century hand which worked over 9.147 ff. has also copiously
annotated almost every line of 417 ff., and these notes appear verbatim
in Laur. 36.5. But the glosses in N over dixit in 418, Anchisae in 425, and
in the right margin at 424 were written later and hence could not be
copied by the scribe of Laur. 36.5.
All the evidence can best be explained, I think by assuming that N^
35 To help the reader, I note that 9.147 begins at the top of N, but about two-thirds
of the way down in Laur. 36.5; that 9.417 begins at the top of Laur. 36.5, but about
two-thirds of the way down in N, just above the large capital.
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had worked over N, altering the text here and there, writing alternative
readings and glosses, before Laur. 36.5 was copied from N. The scribe of
Laur. 36.5 performed a very faithful job, regularly copying N exactly
as he read it. However, here and there, he chose to invert the order of
original and superscripta; and occasionally he corrected obvious places in
N, such as omnipudens for omnipotens, when referring to Jupiter. 36 Thus, the
presence of material copied from N^ in Laur. 36.5 gives us a terminal
date for N^, and the absence of corrections and glosses which, because of
differences in the writing, can be assigned to N"* means that N'* worked on
N after the scribe of Laur. 36.5 did his job. Apart, then, from the sporadic
evidence Laur. 36.5 gives us on the state of N in the 13th century where
N has suffered subsequent corruption or loss of leaves, the main use of
Laur. 36.5 is to help us fill in some of the stages of change experienced by
N after the first Beneventan hand finished his task.
III. N AND U
Slater's most significant manuscript discovery was to locate codex
Urbinas which Heinsius had studied in Urbino in the mid- 17th century.
Subsequently, the Library of the Dukes of Urbino was appropriated by
the Pope and transferred to the Vatican. The special ms. of the Met.
remained unused until Slater reported his discovery of Vat. Urb. lat.
341. The importance of U is threefold: it is the oldest ms. of the Met. to
have been found in the 20th century; it is the only ms. beside N now sur-
viving in Beneventan script; it shows important, unique agreement with
N and the combined family of M and N that is called O.
Slater was able to use the scholarly data assembled by Loew in Bene-
ventan Script to date U at the end of the 1 1 th or possibly beginning of the
1 2th century, and he also linked it with other products of the Bari region.
Consequently, U is perhaps a quarter century older than N. Since they
were both copied in the same general area of Southern Italy and are
separated by such a brief interval, we might be tempted to look for a
definite relationship between N and U. For example, did N copy U? Or
did N copy the parent of U ? Or might N have been corrected from U
;
that is, can N^ be derived from U ? Let me say right now that the evidence
does not permit a simple solution along the lines of any of these hopeful
questions. In the Bari area at the end of the i ith century, there apparently
existed at least two mss. of the Met.^ from one of which N was copied,
from the other U. The two parent mss. had some interesting correspon-
ds N has this unique omnipudens at 1.154, 2.401 and 505.
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dences, but U, while preserving modest traces of the O-tradition, is our
fullest early example of the contaminated tradition that we find exempli-
fied also in the Florentine mss. F and L and in E, the primus Palatinus
that Slater re-discovered. 37
Slater made a brief presentation of data pointing to the connection
between N and U.^^ He produced an extensive list of common errors in
Books I and 2, then select instances in other books. Removing 1.384 and
447 (because the first involves N^ and the second U^) and adding other
agreements in error, we have the following examples in Books i and 2:
I.I 19 tunc 163 vidit summa 302 in altis 363 formare 397 nocebat 481 om.
(also M) 484 suffuderat (also M) 492 densis 519 licet 558 habebit 575 in
hoc 646 patriis dat et oscula 733 loqui 747 niligera (also AI) 747 Hinc
2.69 pavere loi Ne dubites 119 dei 201 summum . . . tergum 227 Tunc
238 sparsis 262 siccae quoque 318 lacera late 335/6 sinus prima mox ossa
requirens . . . artus totum percensuit orbem U (N^ has been erased and
corrected by N^ in the final hemistichs) 398 trementis 465 decedere 529
in caelo^^ 566 nequiquam 640 fatidicos 727 balearia 790 adoperta et
827 versat. It should be remembered that the opportunity for agreement
is reduced by the fact that N^ lacks, as we noted, 1. 198-255 and 2.121-181,
and IJi lacks 1.1-75 and 413-470, a total of roughly 250 lines in the two
mss.^
In the same two books, U disagrees with Ni and generally follows the
contaminated tradition in errors as follows: 1.165 cenae 190 vulnus'*!
258 moles operosa 269 et 317 superatque 323 reverentior 363 possem 370
Et set 384 rupitque 390 Inde 445 posset 573 Influit 599 inducta latas^'
617 abdicere 618 illud 637 Conatoque 647 et^e 720 in tot lumina^^ 722
bos'*! 739 de 764 sibi om. 2.44/5 et . . . feres 47 petit ille 62 habetur 66
Fit . . . trepidat 116 Tum pater 269 undis 295 violaverit 340 flatus 378
Credit 39 392 ignipedum 393 rexerat 506 et celeri^^ 518 Est vero cur quis^^
525 expulsa 583 fixerat 584 Plangere-^e 687 natus 710 Despiciebat 716
milvius-*! 720 agihs 736 et tersis 747 viae est 757 Lemniacam'*! 765 bello
855 posses 863 vix ha vix. The list is appreciably longer (48 as against 32)
in this second instance. Thus, whereas U shows a greater affinity with N
than does any independent ms. except M, it has even more affinity with
the tradition of generally less reliable mss.
37 I date U as slightly older than F and L, neither of which, in any case, is as complete
as U. 38 Slater pp. 26-27. See also Bruere (above, n. 6) p. 112.
39 Here, it can be argued that the reading should be accepted.
'W Using M and U above, I have tried to reconstruct N on 1. 198-255 and 2.121-181,
on the assumption that Laur. 36.5 did copy its text as it looked in the 13th centiu-y after
the corrections of N^ and N3. 41 So N^ in ras.
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There are a number of cases above where N^ has been obliterated, and
N2 (the second Beneventan hand, it will be recalled) has produced the
same reading as U and other mss. against M: in 1.190 and 722, 2.716
and 757. "Correction" in N by this second Beneventan hand is far more
evident in Books 1 1-14. According to my count, N^has changed N^, either
by erasure and over-writing or by superscripts, frequently also by insert-
ing a line absent from both M and N, and thus regularized N in the direc-
tion of the more contaminated (but frequently correct) tradition, as
follows: in 41 lines of Book 1 1, 40 lines of Book 12, 59 lines of Book 13, and
90 lines ofBook 14. In all the above cases, although N^ gives the same read-
ing as U, that reading is shared with other mss. except in a mere 18 lines.
U alone of the major early mss. agrees with N^ in the following readings
:
11. 234 edita bacis 377 ad arma 478 non eminus 518 ascendere 717 post-
quam maris appulit 784 Se dedit 12.158 multifidi 165 visum est 184
neque quae 319 obscenae 341 in monte 574 gentis 13.406 urbes 733 ora
ferens 14.13 dignus amore 497 paranti 601 aequore 660 Suscipiens.
Tempted by this agreement, I devised a working hypothesis which I
fondly hoped to prove in the interest of economy and neatness, namely,
that the two neighboring Bari-type mss. had been brought into contact
in the later 12th century and corrections made by N^ on the basis of
what he found in U. Unfortunately, the neat hypothesis in ms. studies
turns out more often to be wrong than right, and so it happens in this
instance of N^ and U. In Book 13 and 14 alone, the change in N^ disagrees
with the reading of U at least 24 times.
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1. N was written in the Bari-type Beneventan script in the early 12th
century (possibly 25 years earlier).
2. N's original scribe stopped at the bottom of f. i88v. at 14.838.
Another Beneventan scribe, who was not far removed in time from
N^, completed Book 14 on i89r. It is not certain what was the con-
dition of N's parent at the end of 14. Therefore, the analogy with M,
which breaks off at 14.830 at the bottom of the recto of its leaf, may
be invalid and must be used cautiously to postulate the condition of
O.
3. Still another Beneventan scribe replaced two leaves which had been
lost from O before the parents of M and N were copied. These losses
were not observed by N^, and therefore the insertions of 8.340-420
and 13.276-343 are noticeably out of place and disagree with the
lineage of N^.
4. Still another Beneventan scribe (= N^) went over the text and pro-
ceeded to correct it from another ms. that belonged to the more con-
taminated tradition, from which he supplied missing lines, wrote over
some words, erased and re-wrote other words, and more frequently
in the later books used superscripta. In the latter case, N^ and N^ can
easily be read and reported; in the others, it is difficult, if not im-
possible to recover N^.
5. We know that Vat. Urb. lot. 341 (= U) was also produced in the
Bari-type Beneventan, shortly before N. It exhibits unique agree-
ments with N which indicate a close relationship between one of its
ancestors and N's. However, its primary affiliation is with the
more contaminated tradition represented for us by EFL. Thus, N
did not copy U.
6. It can further be shown that N^ did not work from U. Hence, we can
infer that the separate origins ofN and U and N^ point to the existence
of three or more different mss. of the Metamorphoses in the region where
they were produced in the late nth and 12th centuries.
7. In the 1 3th century, another corrector ( = N^) worked over N once
more, mostly in the form of superscripta, which were written in a clear
Italian hand.
8. Shortly afterwards, a copy of N was made. By that time, N may
already have moved to Naples, but we cannot definitely establish its
whereabouts until the i6th century. The copy, which has survived
but is now defective, breaks off after 11.66 at the end of 138V, and
hence it lacks a colophon which might have indicated where, when,
and by whom it was copied and for whom. That copy eventually
made its way to Florence, and Heinsius found and collated it in
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1653 (without recognizing it as a direct copy of N) during his work
at the Laurentian Library. He originally called it Mediceus sextus,
miscalled it Mediceus quintus in Bodl. Auct. S. V. 8 (the index for that
collation), then as the result of his evaluation of its age and merit
named it secundus Mediceus in his edition of Ovid. It is now Laur.
Med. 36.5.
9. Laur. Med. 36.5, a careful copy of both N^ (or the overwritten
erasures that are the work of N^) and the superscript readings of
N3, enables us to distinguish any correcting or damage ( = N^)
suffered by N after this copy was made. It also encourages us here
and there to check certain readings where N^ has never been correctly
noted or where N^ or N^ is difficult to decipher.
ID. Erasures or crude overwriting by N^ can be controlled and remedied
by the text of Laur. 36.5.
11. The two original leaves, ff. 7 and 19, now replaced in N by a 14th
century hand, were in all likelihood still intact in N at the time when
Laur. 36.5 was copied. Its text for 1. 198-255 and 2.121-181, con-
trolled by M and U, can be used to recover to some extent the
hypothetical text of Ni, N^, and N^.
12. From the i6th century at latest, N has been and remained in Naples.
It passed from private hands into the Library of S. Giovanni a Car-
bonara, probably at its founding in 1551. There, Heinsius collated
it in 1647. In the i8th century, after the library of S. Giovanni was
broken up, N was acquired by the Bourbons. As part of the Royal
Library, which now is the National Library, N lay unused, unrecog-
nized until Alexander Riese rediscovered it during the i88o's.
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«»vlVh«nr Infwtnfl tpltf t\iuiv\r|«ijr* 0»(.v< . i
JI
no mhim M^\] uuLtuf muunrf* iVt^ftar • 4
J\t»iI»i.<ui ^'UVaur lupimV V^iur tllf"
Plate 3. N 7.242-271
C (Krvr A> u tnumf ctna Umcnq ft"
•"^q-
Wfcl» ..... ^..^ ,»^«< ...JW
3 ACta facur . cultrofq; tgtututa tteUtt*Td An^
V crtu fvtnul funKr. a^eriAqt uutntnA Unir
.
•^
V mbmtniq; tt)^ar tnpca cu ctu^r t*tsu» .
"IN e-^|p«tnr Attxi^ :xnitn4 fm^^^arr tctvxl^
.
f*' 0. *uo6 u pUcautr . pcii>;qj tmmut^lon^o/
\ uiTtr . -r tpUno« molutru CAt^ttune- fotntwif
.
«-
-tinrnn fitnUr fttJacif pdrt^^or T b et*bid
.
"h \k .pcul tfcnibetn . ,pculbu utbTr UY- mmObCbP
,
7 ^ faonT At*cbAtuft oculo* t*tn^JA<^^ ppbonoe
.
''^ ^ iffu^vur mfll . rpjuntd rn.«6«i cap ai»e
3 Acbancu tn^u.flA^afttrcuir Attofe.
0^ ulcifxba!tq;fa«e.tfbfDaCan^ivm»4ct*J
I ^ w^Hur.-ttfecta&getntnif Accfvibirtat^.
I
V ttxg ftRt- flSttvA . ctt^Aqua . xxxrCttlpburt- lu(hnc
^ "i tttccita coUbo pfttltu m«6uAm ocno
.
fc T-^ «^*t»Tr^tamc-.Tpumifq> tumcib, dlV^r .
ifc ^ ***^*>^*<^ftot*r.Trftuo« tcftqutr Acrb9.
Plate 4. Laur. 36.5 7.237-265
1
,.,
//4
fcC«ia«" oftwif, AcfimChiL ain|iljuf <»bftftn
'.
jlkHuf -^^^^^ '^^^"^^ otmb- tUfr
^^
l«-*h>aH4ClX^«uii at«*w«-«^*(^ LuC'^r,,,''*-^ -
1J«MC ^6i"tlL4 lufB nvrubcKT • Co^* \wfcmf Kefo'
•
liHunu^i^f luunet>f Ut**- * "^K **'^^ ^
^. >«W f>^S K uet*-- fC--n+v «<.nn„«r. ^^ ,_^ ;_|^L.
rumfoouur fol|<wc j^moum lu^murf r^Pt^'*
'
luW «x*l,f yc,iurm V pr^A^ • r*Pr4"^ ^f"-'
'
Rft.m.1^ lA^ftt-* ^«^-«"' '"'^"^^..r'^L-..
_^.^Uf«U^--..-V^
'iuo- KetiK membff . *t«ftt* «tur oAnyxmxnr
ft?ueU,*r.
Iftf^ CtVLOt'^ S*^*" CCu
cjiuytiiixin Um\mm<v Caniiftv
|laJ«b' «cCUviru*xr roxrm* pwfcef* »»?•
|l*4'(*t* . *: h^^ }^<^ <>«* "^t^'' "^'"^
Plates. N 9. 147-177
w U 5pUt-.-mx
*^fWiSftr*r;
N
< <
lua Kig-ient'ji coin Ui^crrx
x- mvat". tvftnbAt- fSti-fMrn i^'pcctcvr A^ txncu .
#^ tntcuvc. mi^cu*? UiTici cabr ucncni
•• ^taptrbc ucfTu*?. neq; crumoinem in lUci
.
; i>
onga fuitr trvcbis mova cpu?. Jictaq; rruigni
tiTuU* mpUt-aur- ctne. o^vuq•. noun*\:«*.
V urcc Aboctvilica CAcneofacirx pairxtvic-
V ocn Loiu cu femJ> l<>v|Lu\Y pccfllr Ab^vux*
^ ry'lnwrv tn-v-X"? que- ucmf Abi-cii- fialCi
C tt^tr jm.\ni5 . uci\<in.fq. vio tic- ^ ct-n.ca^ma
.
.'' .*»••
,
I t ^.
'''
\ n^ulfw«- pmo lACiTiv* . fl«x\boq; N>loi"tm
4- Un»u.# Ate. ptwK LACtnif UcaKr liVi-*
.
^^
d. ur «rrn urriLAr-.^^jpttionbCl ali^q: nouavi5u-_
"^ um Ucr
. T t^bum cKiLanrus* xxnr Aim ntt>6 .
C qu^tTu^.-^anfOairn A'tp<t5caU^ot^a/mc>«^*nc•.'
C- ^xc«hScxcn».-'ACfiruchU.atij|pi; oMVtm ."'
f1 "^ f? . f «~«< _
T- oc-cr pAi*c facin . qt\n.iq: vniuma pcfcir
.
r cmincu fq-- b«oLc»:L I uir>-»l-'vtn pel vcc- cxOov .*!»..!!.
"~
3 cui*fu9 AnitT! LiAi-u>* J-btt-. omib: lUi:*
r cviUr. vnbucn nHTco fAn^jrunc- uclH-
Q\ vrcn*c-. que- uvrcf ^cfTCt© i-cfc>^ar amon .
Plate 6. Laur. 36.5 9. 127-155
KWUxtif »<>wr»Ln»\««
^^ dl^l^^Jftai- lurunua- mu«\i?<>f Uete
ViCocr uih pCibur . i^lU?^ Cum lufnrf* p»twf6i
hon* crt'baccufcpm tvMV KunC Oj- onrlja- nuUi •
^ ' '
-
-
«ri-..o«
li«e<l pxflcc cctxfimirUtvtn term >irCof*>ur oACte-;,
B^«u> poccetKC . Pieni. ouaRfS pr^ Inuulnefe (f«C.
JuH-ttConxjJ fucf ttuvn^l' o^Uuf^^ lujetur
luiuf a5«KttC Uiccrff •, uLoaifvf' px>f5Iut<- jxcfCnocem ,^v».,ir
.Ji,j^f;..-r '—i;"r.>' '"(""•^''^ ^..^vltn' .«iH\«.'>» V.mX
^ aaTOiccufc}-' ma.-!))' (icul niAwcircj.' \->mvi< cf
^on& ium Ccnlunv fteattle- ppftWw cwifv _ •
loc^iustur Louuf pWyl'iuf honifetxr ftiiif.
IT um i&num nvxctuo peaCn: acClrfUMr Aipfift:
leagiJnurpici;nece«\ fvruax e* p^^rusir InuLoami.
1'"'" J^M^»*'' ^
..^^'> -,. '-,v -.«t .-,..
i
luwuf hif ttuxtut pJjuujnif 'uoote nutuT*^' -
'
li^rC" P ectevK . faeCuH c( uifof Inpubibuf a- xxnif ,•
^ ubi fiMoqCamo u«hvruf« pfeflVia- ^(cor
liV,
#;. Cui- nou ccl^if eoiftn >xf^ ^nu: IjtVf*:
lo:r.jn>-la; iKfCf .|-ej:exi|auin uxoLCito- |?uunx
,,^„.....„^,
PofCux etjCcchoiuo . u&tefiJnvc^tto.^^ Cufo." ftuaO)
Woiwncc. 6i ccnuVilV ^enoturf* prCifcuou- anxiwf-
UiVf.f vAv.t^-o- *;«<*.'*
'"-f''
l,W U»fhyr »>.r«>irv>
Plate 7. N 9.399-429
,i
^^»«^^U*^5,u>» p-«,c "P *^!:**'- ^<^««l'- '•^^^'C<5 in paKbuv AUnd ..
"««>••'' f»^'i v| n cc ubv mtxcaircv UiTicun BCcia biYttr
' / ' s„ *
tr cH«ni«- uaraoru:|p f«rtrione-fVwT»<tat-.
7 ctxv- n aUi^ tnbcsn Mxc- Mrui Ucctxtr
1^^ \ jiVoruiq; cttnts - rtpcrtni mulcib^f euutn
T cfcitr nTccKotuc . u«rvct*f q: ciua fuctii'x
C iun.vita fcbin.^> . N>n<c Ciui vumtf oca
^ cUxttr, -r »> niH Ciq vui ir tTmct'tnnJi bit tt-.
r Ota ^. ur rup<t*ct- .-'fac«- toUxuf i .\n n»>«
flj rc|^mtxtt^e£jui%tr.qttrfimut2itiruAlet«y.
? periluq; <u i fldtsp tt>bdtnAttcu.f Klb«f«r
.
c u mvnof tnto q,j>p<r atrutra feneciar
T onbct^n i>«f|>ict^. txec quo iwuf ot*6itiC' fegjTiar
T> ictaa lOtu^ mcuctTbtfOf .rucfu(Hn-r aUu«.
C u uioear miof naMiYuintron .t wicon annnJ
.
T minod quci^j.qurBufuurrcigtt- cm
TT vu ci-at- ruAU%»ud
. bnbon-ibeq. i j-iu^'urr- ;ij -^ ^-t^t*-*
*K ^botx- trulcru . pbd>oq; pAixn crfu^um v^ « ^
k + cinriuur. ctiibtnfq'. fuxS ifufjjrtr t*wfnid .
Plate 8. Laur. 36.5 9.41 7-445
W.a-tu>flK:unte uivsiallair Uitmtvf uuLou . '^ lax»/ J^ *'.
'
'"^
' '
V.
VeCv^UI-tturettnf.ivCtU; timime- Ao^E^
^ \. • ^»^ • Itva-pir Ub ^^V* ;••. . ' vx,
4f^ CJdUnJurrEto cU«^*.m p*uu<fct»'%ctH - ^OfcCfe ^..%r!«^« <l»«v.f->»*
1 \tnA uvunatw iA tile Cmf co«i4>rrc Ctlnnei.' na^Vt? f*^- .t»,»«»»«<trjr»«'s
..ai
(tfTU^.tnico. cure t>ama curtbt^v, t-tUmr •>•«*> .^r^^fw^
•> mux quervtm'fic efcmorU'S unuc '^ri-^A" -'
-
-^
^ itorrv frtwi tctuiifHr LvcAvt.l civrfii
_f-cvTvu-.; .Artn-r^ trncuxf o-vnnw ^ >'<n4..i1
Plate 9. N 1 4.839- 1 5. 1
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